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Details of Visit:

Author: derek eric
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 28 Feb 2008 14.00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour plus
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Linzi Dawn
Website: http://linzidawn-escort.co.uk
Phone: 07517935017

The Premises:

Very comfortable large En-Suite room with strategically placed mirror
It seemed reasonably safe although it appeared that a vehicle in the secure car park had been
broken into during my visit...thankfully not mine. But you also have the option of cheap "Pay and
Display"

The Lady:

Confession time, I have a weakness for tall blonde willowy types like Gwyneth Paltrow or Twiggy,
Linzie is none of these, however a couple of reports from very reliable sources led me to this curvy
voluptious woman,(but it is a great figure) with beatiful eyes and an infectious personality to
match.She also has great legs.

The Story:

My early indications were good as she is very easy to talk to on the phone, and before we met I felt
as if I was "connecting" with her sense of homour. I was only a few hours out of the dentist's chair,
so her comments of " I don't want you dribbling" set the scene. Clear and consice directions led me
to her boudoir in that Escort emporium known as Milton Keynes.
She greeted me with a lovely sloppy kiss dressed in a figure hugging short outfit which had me
dying to get my hands on her.
She made it very clear that she required a good seeing to and that she expected me to cum 3
times, a bit scary as I have'nt achieved that for a while, but who was I to turn down such a
challenge!

Round one was some extremely sensuos OWO in front of the mirror. Quite frankly I've never had
better, magical use of tongue, a lot of saliva, fantastic eye contact (and wow those eyes!) and some
unbelievable deep throat, which I have'nt experienced since the days of Olivia at Biggleswade.

Round two and onto the bed, more kissing and caressing and a discussion revolving around
snowballing which I have done a couple of times before and find extremely intimate, but frankly I
hate the taste! But once again how could i refuse? However we did not share the matter, Linzie
grinned as she accepted my deposit pinned me back, made me open my mouth and passed back
the lot!! the cheeky minx. The look of distaste on my face amused her considerably as she jumped
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up and down in triumph at the side of the bed. Please note to see someone as well endowed as
Linzi jump up and down is a sight to behold!

Round 3 involved Linzie trying to bring me back to life after I had pleasured her down below for a
while. As I feared it did not seem to be happening as 2 is usually my limit, and we nearly gave up
which would have been a slight disappointment after such a cracking session. However a
combination of intimacy and quiet "dirty talk" (can't believe how much that is a turn on for me these
days) and the blood raced straight to the "old fella" and sex first in doggie and then mish with
Linzies legs literally at 180 degrees (she is extremely flexible) resulted in a massive orgasm for me.
I just about managed to hobble into the shower and we had a nice chat about the usual stuff like
kids, houses, the price of fish etc and I was on my way. A sensational girl!
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